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INTRODUCTION 
	  

	 People often disregard the small problem especially with the thing that they 
daily face. In this case, we proudly to introduce about the pothole-road problem in 
Thailand.Pothole-road rooted from various factors i.e. Overweight transportation that 
ruined the road, unconscious thoughts, corruption etc . The roots once specifically 
with the governments economics that suffer from the insufficient money for a 
pothole-road investment. These problem costs variously to us whether in a role of 
pedestrian,  driver, etc. Dangerous events literally occur there. The rates of mortality, 
accidents, destruction and more might increase and affects to our economics as well 
if we look forward through it. As mentioned above, therefore, we decide to do 
participant as a donation foundation for a pothole-road.Which will be discussed 
below. 

Current Conditions  
Pothole Road 

• Dangerous Events 
A. Accident 
B. Mortality  
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C. Destruction  
D. etc.	  

(figure1; Thairath NewsAccident in Suratthani Thailand)	  

(figure2; Thairath News Accident in Suratthani Thailand) 
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(figure4: illustration of pothole road in Thailand) 

� 

(figure4: pothole and vehicles) 
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MAP AREA 

"  

Objective 
	 Assuming that the asset of government is not enough, so we will campaign for 
the money donation of citizen and give it to the government to improve potholes 
around Bangkok 

Goals 
	 To participants in potholes roads improvement in Bangkok nearby the BTS 
Bangwa to Seacon Bangkae area. For better livelihood to everyone while we’re on 
the road as a pedestrian, driver, etc. Either the rates of accidents, mobility and 
mortality will be decrease as a byproduct. 



Solution 
	 After we gathered all necessary stuff whether the potholes photos, potholes 
location, etc. we will do a donation for the potholes improvement at BTS Bangwa. 
But before that we will paste posters up around that area that advertise our 
campaign. 

PROJECT OUTLINE 

Timeline 

� 




Timetable  

DD/MM/YY ACTIVITY DURATION LOCATION

01/04/2017
Gather potholes road 

photos 2 Weeks
Nearby  

BTS Bangwa Area 
& 

Season Bangkae
-

14/04/2017

15/04/2017
Potholes Road Ads 

Creation 4 Weeks --

13/05/2017

14/05/2017

Raise Awareness 1 Week
Nearby  

BTS Bangwa Area 
& 

Season Bangkae
-

21/05/2017

22/05/2017

Donation 2 Weeks
Nearby  

BTS Bangwa Area 
& 

Season Bangkae
-

6/06/2017

7/06/2017

Donated Money 
Aggregation  

& 
Provide to Governments

1 day  Government Office


